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1. DATES AND SCHEDULE

The ETC 40K will take place on 6/8 August 2021.

Information about the schedule are available on the ETC website: 
https://etclux.lu/schedule-2/

2. PRICE AND PAYMENTS

• Registration fee for the team amounts to 360 euros.
• Price per non-playing team members: 25 euros.

More information about payment method on the ETC Website: 
https://etclux.lu/team-event-etc/

3. TEAM INFORMATION

The ETC 40K is a 6-player Team Tournament. Each team can add two non-playing team 
member (“NPTM”).
• Team shall be comprised of 3 players representing a country. 
• Each country may nevertheless be represented by several teams, without any other 

restriction than the one mentioned in the previous sentence.

A NPTM IS ALLOWED TO:
• Be the Team Captain
• Do/assist the Pairings
• Collate and submit Team Results
• Ask questions about how the game is going (only in English, see below)
• Tell their player how their team is doing and if they require a win/draw/loss from this 

game

A NPTM IS NOT ALLOWED TO:
• Give Tactical advice (they may not tell their player ‘how’ to get that win/draw/loss!) 

or interject in any way on in-game situations like forgetting that their player forgot 
to consolidate. If they perceive situations like that, especially in the case where play-
ers must do something but forget to, they can call for the game to be stopped, and 
then get a judge to rectify the situation.

• Speak to their Team player in their native language. Speaking to their team mem-
bers in the English Language is allowed as it is the tournaments official language 
(Not talking in English will be seen as interference with the game and is subject to a 
yellow card infringement type if reported).
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4. PAINTING AND WYSIWYG

Armies have to be fully painted (at least 3 colours), based and be WYSIWYG (in case of 
doubt, please contact the organisation team).

Basing can consist of a simple texture such as flock, or painted a solid colour such as 
black, or consistently based on a material such as clear acrylic. Clear bases such as those 
found on skimmer models do not have to be painted and/or based in order to count as 
finished.

When using detachments in your army that contain models with different <Bracket> 
Faction Keywords, then they must be easily distinguished from other, similar faction 
models.

Use of base markers 1 is strongly suggested when using several time the same unit to 
avoid any confusion.

Example: Your army has a detachment of White Scars Adeptus Astartes and a detachment of 
Ultramarines Adeptus Astartes. Models from different detachments must be easily identified by 
your opponent. An example of this would be painting the White Scars white and the Ultrama-
rines blue so your opponent can easily identify which units belong to which detachment. It is not 
acceptable to have an army with multiple detachments of Space Marines painted in the same 
scheme wherein some of them are using different <bracket> faction keywords.

All models meant to represent a certain faction, for example, <Iron Hands> (or whatever 
faction) must be painted in a coherent fashion. This means that visually, your opponent 
must be able to identify which models are <Iron Hands> (or whatever faction).

Sensible exceptions will be made to this rule, for example, if you painted your Space 
marines Librarian the traditional blue in your <Iron Hands> army, this is fine. What is ex-
pressly not allowed is to have multiple different and conflicting paint and basing schemes 
and to play them all as the same faction.

Models that are not official, do not fit the WYSIWYG profile, or considerably deviate from 
the norm MUST be presented to the organisation team (with pictures or links to pictures 
preferably), at least a month PRIOR to the tournament and meet an approval from the 
organisation team before they can be used at the tournament. Any models like this in 
use at the ETC without prior consent will be up for an immediate infraction notice (i.e. 
yellow card) for each game, and models will be removed from the table where this is ap-
plicable, unless original stand-in models can be produced on the spot (for LOS purposes 
or otherwise).

PLAYER REPLACEMENT:
• Any of the 6 team members may perform a player replacement: play a game 

with any of the 6 armies submitted by the team in replacement of another team 
member for the duration of a whole round. Replacement during rounds (i.e. when 
games have already started) will not be allowed except under extraordinary circum-
stances validated by a joint decision by the head referees. A Captain must petition 
this change before the head referees. Any breach of these rules is to be brought to 
the immediate attention of a Referee.

TEAM COMMUNICATION:
• Once players are at their tables at the start of any given round, it is not allowed 

within a team to share info on matchups or tactics by means of cell phones or 
other devices either. Any breach observed of this rule will see all offenders on the 
team admonished with an immediate yellow card.

1 we recommand the My Scenery's base marker : https://my-scenery.fr/pages/marqueur-socle
picture from MyScenery
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5. OFFICIAL LANGUAGE

English is the official language of the tournament. Players must have their relevant rules 
available in English throughout the event. These include things like psychic powers and 
other gaming attributes. It is perfectly acceptable to carry around a digital source for 
rules material. (A printed/tablet version of the codex/FAQs would also be acceptable of 
course).

6. RULES

Publications released later than June 19th 2021 may not be used at the ETC for building 
army lists. FAQ’s submitted by GW later than June 26th will not be in use at the ETC.

The matched play rules and guidelines for events are in use.

7. CHESS CLOCKS

Chess clocks are mandatory each game at the ETC. Each time is required to bring 4 chess 
clocks with them. Find more details about chess clock management in the corresponding 
paragraph. The ITC Battle application provides an acceptable clock, but the players will 
then be in charge of making sure they have enough battery power for their own device.

8. LIST SUBMISSION OUTLINES PLANNING

Captains must make sure that their teams army lists are submitted via email by 23:59 
CET on list submission date.

After list submission deadline, each team will be assigned 3 other teams to check for 
errors. Teams have about one week to do this and two days to make necessary correc-
tions (if any). Teams that meet those deadlines and submit correct army lists will receive 
2 Team points (as for one team win) at the end of the tournament. The Head Referees 
will be in charge of overseeing this process. Glaring errors might result in a reduction 
in points, under the purview of the Referees. Army lists are first going to be send to the 
organisation team at the following address: flufff.contact@gmail.com

Once the organisation team has received all the lists, they will be published on the ETC 
Forum. 

Seven copies of each army list are REQUIRED. Any delays caused by a player not having 
these lists may result in a team point reduction penalty.  Army lists that are brought for 
other team’s reviews should be restricted to 2 pages max in order to help better facili-
tate player pairings each round.

WRAP-UP:

DOCUMENT DEADLINES: 
• June 19th for codex releases
• June 26th for FAQ’s from GW (all FAQ’s from GW released until June 26th are played 

and accepted at the ETC. Publications as of 27th on are disregarded, for which we 
reserve the right to make small adjustments and correct oversights up until list sub-
mission date).

TourneyKeeper registration: July 24th. All players need to register on tourneykeeper.
net and sign up to the tournament. 
List submission: July 10th (lists in by 23:59 CEST time at the latest)
List correction: July 11th to July 17th (checking done 23:59 CEST time at the latest)
Final Revision: July 18th to July 24th
Round 1 Draw: July 25th 
List publication on ETC forum: July 25th

9. LIST SUBMISSION TEMPLATE

1. Each Army list MUST mention which model will be the Warlord. If your Warlord is a 
character, assign a warlord trait to him, or indicate you will roll-off every battle. Add 
text as a suffix behind the unit's point value as follows – WARLORD (Tenacious Survi-
vor). Warlord traits may be changed before the start of every game at the ETC but just 
need to be mentioned as a fall back in case changes are not communicated before 
the game, so no unfair advantages are gained. In such cases, use the warlord trait as 
mentioned on the army list. Characters that have fixed warlord traits are of course 
exempt from choosing another warlord trait.

2. Each Army list MUST mention which psychic powers have been assigned to the mod-
els or if they will be generated freely each round. The same goes for artefacts or relics 
or equivalents if they are chosen for models. Those that will be generated by CP prior 
to a battle need to be mentioned on the army list, as any improvement (following the 
9th Edition Rulebook and the GT2020 Tournament Mission Packs). Any items can be 
changed before the start of each battle.
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3. Each Team Roster must include all the necessary info: player names with the correct 
army, clearly indicate what detachments are taken, how many command points each 
detachment provides to the player and all other relevant information for your oppo-
nent. For example: Space Marines need to mention  which Chapter is played, in the 
case of the Mechanicus, the Forgeworld, and so on... In case of cross-faction detach-
ments, each entry needs to be succeeded by their faction or chapter denomination. 
For instance - Troops: Plague Marines. The overall Army Faction of a roster is always 
defined by the common keyword of the army.

4. Team Rosters need to indicate any NPTM.

5. Every player entry needs to list the TourneyKeeper profile NAME used for the player 
when registering for the ETC on tourneykeeper.net.

6. Detachments from a list are separated by double "==" and always mention how many 
Command Points the detachment costs to the army. A total CP number shall be listed 
on the army list as well.

7. All upgrades and options must be shown on any given unit except those that come 
as standard on the model and cost zero points. Any war gear that is chosen (whether 
it costs points or free) must be listed.

8. List transports at the bottom of each detachment.

9. Upgrades to specific models in a complex unit are indicated per model.

10. Players opting to keep summoning points in reserve need to indicate so clearly, and 
how many points are available, on their army roster.

11. Players can’t add to their list any specialist Detachments.

12. Aeldari players need to list which Exarch powers they have replaced for each Aspect 
Warrior unit in their army. This cannot be changed during the tournament, but addi-
tional powers may be bought with the Exemplar stratagem

NOTE: It is perfectly fine to simplify the list outline below for detachments that are not complex. 
You can skip noting down all the cratfworld/hivefleet/forgeworld notations and such if there 
can be no confusion in your list. It would be perfectly fine to state the Detachment is Biel-Tan in 
the Detachment header instead of repeating the craftworld notification for each unit for in-
stance. 

picture from MyScenery
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10. GENERAL ARMY COMPOSITION

• Any CODEX/Entry from the list below may be used Only ONCE per team:
• Adepta Sororitas
• Adeptus Custodes 
• Adeptus Mechanicus (Taking a Questor Mechanicus IK will use the Teams Imperial 

Knights Codex slot)
• Astra Militarum (Including Death Korps of Krieg)
• Blood Angels*
• Chaos Daemons
• Chaos Knights
• Chaos Space Marines**
• Craftworlds (Including Corsairs) ***
• Dark Angels*
• Death Guard**
• Deathwatch*
• Drukhari***
• Elucidian starstrider
• Gellerpox infected
• Genestealer Cults****
• Grey Knights*
• Harlequins***
• Imperial Knights
• Inquisition
• Necrons
• Orks
• Sisters of Silence
• Space Marines*
• Space Wolves*
• T'au Empire
• Thousand Sons**
• Tyranids

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS:
*The Faction Keyword "Adeptus Astartes" may not be used by more than TWO player 
per team.
**The Faction Keyword "Heretic Astartes" may not be used by more than TWO players 
per team.
***Only one player per team may use Ynnari.
****A GSC player can take the specific GSC codex entries in their army without using up 
the teams Astra militarum slot. If they use the brood brothers rule to take a full detach-
ment of AM where they have full access to the AM codex, Forgeworld, etc., then it will 
also use up the teams AM selection.
Only ONE player per team may take Assassins (PA War of the Spider)
The Dreaded Ambul may only be used once per TEAM.  

As any new codex release, we will add them / replace CA entries / update the above list 
of codex.

11. RULES AT THE PLAYER LEVEL

THE FOLLOWING MATCHED PLAY RULES ARE IN EFFECT:
• Each army must be 2000 points or less.
• Armies must be constructed using the Battle Forged Armies guidelines of MRB.
• Each army can consist of no more than 3 Detachments of any type.
• Every unit in the army must have at least one Faction keyword in common, with the 

exception of those that are UNALIGNED.
• Reinforcement Points
• All current Games Workshop & Forgeworld 9th edition Warhammer 40,000 source 

material may be used to build your Battle-forged army.  This includes all current 
and in-print Warhammer 40,000 Index books and Codex from Games Workshop and 
Forge World. Due to their 2' x 2' size, fortifications like the Necron Tomb Citadel may 
not be used.

• You must use the most current datasheets for your models – e.g. those found in a 
Codex rather than an Index if a Codex is available for your army.

• Warlords, Psychic Powers and all capacities MUST be designated on Army Lists.
• NEW: Legends and any Legends equipment options cannot be used.

picture from @karlnjac
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12. ETC TEAM PAIRING SYSTEM

Teams will be matched by Swiss system after the first round. First round will be random-
ly drawn, and announced well ahead of the event so the first round can be prepared 
more intensely, as has been customary these last few years. See the Planning later in 
this document for precise dates.

Battles last a maximum of 4 hours, in addition to the 30 minutes set aside for pairings 
(4.5 hour rounds).

13. ETC PLAYERS PAIRING SYSTEM 

STEP 1 - “THE OPENING” (FIRST TWO MATCHUPS) 
1. Both Team Captains select one army from their Team to put forward to play on table 

1 and place the card for this army face down; 

2. Once both Teams have selected an army, turn over the cards to reveal which armies 
are chosen. 

3. Both Team Captains now select two armies from the remaining four to face the op-
posing army revealed in the Step 1.2. The armies put forward by each Team are kept 
secret and revealed at the same time; 

4. Each Team Captain selects one of the two opposing armies revealed in Step 1.3 to 
play against the friendly army that they have revealed in Step 1.2. The other army 
card is taken back into its own Team Captain’s hand, and each Team Captain has 6 
army cards remaining. 

STEP 2 - “THE SHOWDOWN” (MATCHUPS 3, 4, 5 AND 6) 
1. Repeat Steps 1.1 and 1.2; 

2. Repeat Step 1.3: both Team Captains select two armies to play against the army re-
vealed by the opposing Team in Step 3.1. This choice should be fairly easy, because 
both Team Captains should have only one card remaining in their hands (Started with 
4, placed 1, and offered 2); 

3. Each Team Captain simultaneously chooses which one of the opponent’s 2 revealed 
ar-mies in Step 3.2 they want to face their initially placed army (matchups 5 and 6). 
The other army revealed by the opponent and not chosen will face the one card left 
on the Team’s hand. 

14. TABLES

Tables are selected randomly. Role a dice for each game to choose the table.  
Battles will take place on 60"x 44" tables with pre-set terrains. Advanced Battlefield Ter-
rain rules will be played (please see below section 17).

15. SCORING AT THE ETC

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL: VICTORY POINTS
Each individual game will score a number of points as follow:
Total = ((player total of points) / (Total point (player 1 + player 2)) x 20.
This total will be rounded-up for the winner, rounded down for the loser.

TEAM LEVEL: VICTORY POINTS
A Round between teams consists of 6 individual games. The combined total of all indi-
vidual player’s scores on a team will give them their TEAM TOTAL for that round. At the 
end of each tournament round, it will be the Captain's responsibility to calculate BOTH 
their team’s and their opponent's team's overall round score. 

The winning team will be determined based on the total amount of battle points. The 
maximum amount of battle points per round is 80 and the minimum amount of battle 
points per round is 40 for 6 men team.
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16. DISCIPLINE AT THE ETC

REFEREES
A Referee’s word is usually final, but if a captain does not agree with a certain (important) 
decision he can petition to the Head Referees for another opinion. Abuse of this right will 
not be tolerated. A red/yellow card system will be implemented to handle any disputes/
issues (see penalty section below).

PRE-EVENT PENALTIES
Teams need to submit lists in the correct format without errors or lose 'real' points. 
No exceptions, no come backs, no second chances. After list submission deadline, each 
team will be assigned 3 other teams to check for errors. Teams have about one week 
to do this and two days to make necessary corrections (if any). Teams that meet those 
deadlines and submit correct army lists will receive 2 Team points (as for one team win) 
at the end of the tournament.

The Head Referees will be in charge of overseeing this process. Glaring errors might 
result in a reduction in points, under the purview of the Referees. Army lists are first 
going to be posted on the captains’ forum. After the submission deadline they will be 
published in the public section for all to see. Any formatting errors will NOT incur a pen-
alty and this as long as they get corrected IN TIME before the list correction deadline 
has passed (otherwise a -10 to their TEAM TOTAL applies). This penalty is not so much 
handed out as a result of not following the ETC format perfectly but more along the lines 
of not properly listing the itemization of models and units (i.e. not stating what options 
they have if there are multiple free or basic options / not listing what type of force weap-
on comes to mind for instance).

In the case of an illegal list, - 21 player score per player will be immediately handed out.
 
Lists that do not follow the ETC comp rules.
Teams and captains can freely ask if a given list would be OK well before the ETC starts. 
Changes made to an illegal list will always have to be as minimal as possible. For instance 
if there is a mistake in just 1 of three detachments, you can only change that detachment 
to make your list fully compliant.

In the case an army gets invalidated because of this and an entire list needs to be changed, 
referees might apply additional penalties because of unfair advantages gained after list 
submission. This will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis and motivated before the ETC 
40K captains in a debrief session. Not fulfilling list checking duties will see a deduction of 
-50 battle points per team not checked. Teams will need to reply to the thread with an 
OK from their team for the lists of teams they are required to check for compliance, even 
though another team might already have OK-ed the check with a post of themselves. No 
reply post automatically means a penalty.

Going over the deadlines will also automatically incur a penalty. This will be applied very 
strictly. Please note that the penalty ONLY applies to 1st round checks. This is also over-
ly harsh but list-checking is serious business, and as such every team should make the 
effort to comply. 

To wrap up:

Every team that needs to check the lists of a given country needs to reply to the thread 
on the forums with either an OK or with their findings to correct. It is highly desired to 
help each other conform to the norm. For instance someone with some free time could 
reformat a list that is not fully compliant and post it in the thread to save the referees 
and the other teams some time, but it is also Ok to just post that the formatting is not 
compliant. Any checks required as a result of incorrect or illegal lists, will be done by the 
referee corps to make sure it is done quickly and the corrected list are final and compli-
ant.

Failure to register to TourneyKeeper
Any teams who have not signed up their full complement of players in the tournament 
software will incur a pre-event win penalty. Effectively, 2 points will be deducted from 
their overall score at the end of the tournament. Player profiles need to be INSTANTLY 
RECOGNISABLE for the referees. In every situation where this is not the case, teams will 
LOOSE these two GAME points.

EVENT PENALTIES
All in-event penalties are team cumulative, and will strictly be imposed on the round 
points. As an example, Team A and B have a result of 75-85 in the round, but Team A 
incurred two penalties that round and effectively sit at 65 points. This loses them the 
round. The penalties below are applied incrementally. This means if player A on a team 
gets penalized, then subsequently player B on same team gets penalized, the penalty 
against their Team escalates as the Team has then effectively committed 2 offenses. This 
can cause that team to lose a match, it cannot cause the other team to win the match 
(i.e., you still need to reach 76 points as the opposing team to draw, and 86 to win). This 
can result in a match result of a draw/loss or loss/loss in extreme scenarios.

1st infraction - official team warning

2nd infraction – 5 Round points per team

3rd infraction – 10 Round points per team

4th infraction – 15 Round points per team 

Etc.

In addition, if an individual player is responsible for 3 infractions during the event, they 
are expelled immediately from the ETC event as soon as the 3rd infraction is confirmed 
by the referee crew. Any remaining games immediately are allotted a 0-42 score. The ref-
eree crew has the right to escalate any infraction to an immediate expulsion depending 
on the gravity of the infraction and the situation that presented itself. The ETC referee 
crew will motivate this decision in their post-event debrief before the ETC40K Captains. 
A list of offenses follows below. Take note that the referee corps main concern should 
always be that games are completed and played. This of course depends on the trans-
gression but normally the focus should always lie on games to be played even if certain 
penalties will apply. Everyone paid good money to be at the ETC and to play some games 
so that should be enforced. For example, someone might have modelled his entire army 
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in a thematic way but his opponent and the referees agree it falls into the realm of mod-
elling for advantage and the player in question does not have enough stand-ins avail-
able. Referees will force the game to be played and at the end of the round apply any 
penalties that are in place for such transgressions. This way we are sure everyone gets 
their full complement of games in under normal circumstances. 

LIST OF OFFENCES AT THE ETC
Time Management
Slowplay is a serious issue, and all games at the ETC should get to their natural conclu-
sion by getting to turn 6 within the allotted timeframe. To support this, we have intro-
duced the mandatory use of chess clocks each game, with each player being allocated 2 
hours of gametime. It is every player’s responsibility to be able to play their army within 
the allotted time. We expect teams that take armies that take a while to play to train their 
teammates to use it within the allotted timeframe, or leave said armies at home. The 
most important rule to remember is this: When starting battle round 4 if there is, col-
lectively, less than 1 hour left on the chess clock, and/or 1 player has less than 30mins, 
then a referee MUST be notified immediately. Additionally when starting battle round 5 
if there is, collectively, less than 30 minutes left on the chess clock, and/or 1 player has 
less than 15mins, then a referee MUST be notified immediately. In both cases it will be 
at the discretion of the referees to decide if a game can be completed naturally within 
the remaining time, or a small extension of up to 5 minutes will be given per player. This 
is to ensure that the chess clocks are used correctly and not to give an advantage to a 
specific player and skew the team results due to poor time management, and not to give 
incentive to players to manipulate time management.

If players follow the rules above and notify a judge in timely fashion, we can all ensure 
the game gets to a fair conclusion. If a referee was not involved within the stated time-
frames, the deathclock rule is in place. Penalties will be applied at the discretion of the 
referees if they feel clocks are not managed properly or if players try to abuse time man-
agement. For instance, it will be standard practice to yellow card players for not bringing 
games to their natural conclusion.

In a case where this happens, captains and coaches are obliged to inform the referees 
immediately after the game, if a referee hadn’t already been involved. Once a player hits 
their allotted time on the clock, the normal rules for playing the game no longer apply 
(rules such as that you MUST attack when it is your turn to fight) and they can take no 
further actions during the game except in order to: A - Make saving throws, and taking 
a Morale Test if required to B - Score objectives that they have achieved or already hold 
Chessclock Time Management: General rules are that time can be passed any time when 
it is the opponent’s action/decision making, and is always paused in the event of a rules 
discussion. We don’t encourage a switching between players time for each action that 
occurs during a game like for every armour save that needs to be taken, as time spent 
this way is mostly trivial over the course of the game, though players may always opt to 
inform their opponents they are passing along the time and then pass on the time used 
on the clock if they feel their opponents are taking too long. When does time start? Time 
starts when the first pregame action or dice roll happens.

Rules:

1. Each player is responsible for their own time. It is a player’s obligation to make sure 
that their time, and their opponents time, is being handled properly. If this is not the 
case, see the penalty outlined above.

2. Any major rule dispute results in a paused time scenario. The time is to remain paused 
until a formal judge is called to the table and resolves the dispute. Time allocated this 
way will be distributed equally amongst both players and deducted from their overall 
remaining time.

3. If a player’s time runs out (2h minus half of stop-the-clock time), they may not per-
form any more actions, regardless of what the BRB rules state. The only exception is 
if they are in the middle of moving a unit, they may finish so that the unit is placed 
legally on the board. As an example, this can include moving a unit in the movement 
phase, finishing moving a unit into assault (note they will not be able to attack), or 
consolidating a unit. Any other action is immediately stopped.

4. If a player runs out of time, the normal game rules no longer apply, and players are 
only allowed perform the following actions: (note that NOT A SINGLE MODEL from 
a player that has timed out shall be MOVED from that point on, except if it is to be 
withdrawn as a casualty)

a. Making saving throws, and taking a morale test if required to. Special rules like 
‘resurrecting’ models, will NOT apply. Do not MOVE models from their position for 
any reason other than to withdraw them as a casualty. There will be no consolida-
tion or pile-ins or anything of the sort.

b. Scoring objectives that they have achieved or already hold. The most important 
rule is rule number 1. This is the most important rule because it puts time in your 
control, and fairly allocates time while players interact. It is each player's right to 
pass the time to his opponent whenever their opponent is making an action or 
spending time making a decision.

Some examples of this are as follows:       
1. You put 20 wounds on a unit containing multiple special weapons and models with 
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different saving throws. Pass the clock to your opponent so he can make decisions 
regarding where to start saving and make the necessary rolls.

2. Your opponent must make 3 leadership tests after the shooting phase is over. Pass 
the clock to your opponent while he makes these tests and removes models from the 
units that failed.

3. You destroy a vehicle and your opponent has a large squad inside that he wants po-
sitioned just right. Pass the clock to him while he disembarks his models.

These examples are limited but show the basic concept. You manage your own time and 
it is up to you to pass the clock. If you burn your own time, it is not your opponent’s fault. 
Excessive rules questions: If a player is found to be repeatedly calling referees over for 
rules questions which are clearly answered in any of the relevant game literature includ-
ing the ETC FAQ, they will receive an infraction penalty (this is a form of time wasting). 
The number of rules calls required to gain such a penalty is determined at the discretion 
of the 3 head referees on a case by case basis - this prevents people being penalized for 
language issues resulting in such questions, and also for stops player 'playing the sys-
tem' and stopping before the threshold for a penalty is attained.

Dice-, movement- or rules-cheating:
Any instances of the following, or anything deemed as cheating within similar confines, 
witnessed by a referee and/or an impartial bystander (i.e. a person not associated in any 
way with either player or team) dice cheating (loaded dice, incorrectly counting the num-
ber of passed or failed rolls, changing the value of dice rolled, etc.), movement cheating 
(moving too far, pushing models outside of their regular movement allowance, etc.), 
rules cheating (forgetting core rules for your OWN army and models, etc.), will all result 
in an instant infraction.

It is to be considered common practice to let your opponent roll ANY dice you also use 
during the game without the need for consent. Players that have issues with this can 
opt to use any other set of dice they feel comfortable their opponent also uses. In re-
gards to dice policy and “cocked dice”, “dice that land on top of each other” or in terrain 
and such, note that at the ETC the following applies: dice rolls will only count when the 
bottom of the dice surface is entirely touching the table or game-mat surface. Re-roll 
cocked or stacked dice when the event occurs, and re-roll any dice that land in terrain 
or on anything else than the flat table (mat) surface. This includes dice landing flat on 
objective markers. Reroll the dice. Poor sportsmanship or negative/aggressive attitude: 
Any player or team member seen to be acting in any manner not in-line with the expec-
tations of friendly but competitive gaming at the ETC, as to be deemed by any referee in 
conference with at least 2 head referees, will be immediately penalized with an infrac-
tion notice. This penalty is in place to ensure the referee crew has the necessary clout to 
enforce the spirit of the game. We want to stress, as a community, that this is a gentle-
man's' game played in a friendly but competitive manner.

A few examples to make it clear:
• A player forgets to bring in his reserves in turn 3, and his opponent objects to this 

when the player remembers later in the turn during any given phase. A judge will 
immediately sanction players objecting to this taking place, and hand out a warning 
for unsportsmanlike conduct. Team in question will suffer an infraction penalty if a 
warning or penalty was already issued to said player. It is both players responsibility 

to ensure mandatory things that happen in the game take place.

• A player forgets to announce he will use a certain rule, ability, stratagem or wargear 
at the start of the turn or phase and remembers later in the turn or phase. It is OK 
as an opponent to disallow the use of said rule or item, but let it be known that we 
strongly discourage such behaviour and as such any player clinging to this course of 
action in terms of getting a better in-game advantage will still be issued an official 
warning for unsportsmanlike conduct. All of this will be viewed by the judges within 
the confines of the turn or phase.

Illegal Alternative Models:
If a player uses alternative models that have not gained prior approval of the organisa-
tion team, then at the discretion of the referees those models will be removed from the 
board if an unfair in game advantage is felt to have been gained, or the models simply 
aren’t up to acceptable hobbying standards.
The player will have the opportunity to replace them with the official GW models. If no 
models are immediately available he will continue the event without the use of said 
models whatsoever. If a player subsequently is caught reusing said ‘banned’ models he 
will incur an immediate eviction from the tournament, counting all his scores (even ret-
ro-actively) as 0-42.

Illegal communication between team members
Any communication between team members and/or spectators should always be in En-
glish wherever possible and have no relation to strategic or tactical advice regarding 
any games in progress. Failure to do so will results in an infraction when reported. Ob-
viously in some cases communication may not be possible in English, in such a case 
players should seek the assistance, where possible, of a referee who understands their 
language so as to adjudicate. If such a referee is not available then it is up to the discre-
tion of the head refs if it is felt illegal tactical or strategic advice has been given or not. 
Players can of course seek the approval of their opponents to confer with a countryman 
in their native tongue prior to starting a conversation. Using cell phones or other media 
to discuss tactics and game situations once the pairing process has finished and match-
es have been assigned, are not allowed. Players caught doing this will be immediately 
expelled from the tournament.
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17. MISSIONS

The missions will be chosen from the Grand Tournament 2020 Mission Pack, in the Strike 
Force set. The mission to be played in each game will be decided by the pairing matchup 
according to the following table:

ROUND 1 AND 5

Pairing 1-2: Retrieval Mission
Pairing 3-4: Scorched Earth
Pairing 5-6: Vital Intelligence

ROUND 2 AND 4

Pairing 1-2: Surround and Destroy
Pairing 3-4: Battle lines
Pairing 5-6: The Scouring

ROUND 3 AND 6
 
Pairing 1-2: Overrun
Pairing 3-4: Sweep and Clear
Pairing 5-6: Priority Target 

MISSION CLARIFICATIONS
For the purpose of objectives, players need to provide objective markers from 40mm 
diameter. This to make measuring distances easy during the game. Players are encour-
aged to come with tokens to differentiate between objectives held and other “raised 
banners” during a game.

18. BATTLEFIED & TERRAIN
Following the recommendations made by GW for the 9th Edition, the tables will have a 
dimension of 60x44.

All sceneries will be ruled as followed:
• Ruins with base: Area Terrain, Obscuring, Light Cover, Defensible, Scalable, Breach-

able
• Ruins without base: Obstacle, Defence Line, Dense Cover, Breachable, Defensible, 

Unstable Position
• Craters: Area Terrain, Difficult Ground, Light Cove.
• Forest: Area Terrain, Dense Cover, Defensible, Difficult Ground,  Breachable
• Barricades: Obstacle, Defence Line, Hard Cover, Light Cover, Defensible, Unstable 

Position, Difficult Ground

Tables will be the following:
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Contact us
flufff.contact@gmail.com
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